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Collages Announces a New Webinar Program  
For Professional Photographers 

	   	  
Kickoff for the free Collages Webinar Creative program is May 10, 

featuring Don MacGregor on Composition for Family Portraits 
 
 
Raytown, MO (April 27, 2016) – Collages today announces a new webinar 
program consisting of twenty-five to thirty free webinars a year. Portrait 
Photographer Don MacGregor presenting Composition for Family Portraits will 
lead the first webinar in this new series on May 10. All of the webinars are 
designed to help educate Professional Photographers about topics of interest for 
growing their businesses. An overview of the program, webinar schedule and 
access to webinar replays can be found at http://discover.collages.net/webinars.  
 
The webinar series will be taught by some of the most successful and widely 
respected leaders in their field. Speakers include Kia Bondurant, Ross Bothwell, 
Bruce and Josh Hudson, Don MacGregor, James Schmelzer, Val and Stephanie 
Westover, Kirk Voclain, Pete Wright and Lora Yeater.  
 
Replays of past webinars are available now and include topics like Rockstar 
Marketing: Teaching Photo Classes by Bruce and Josh Hudson, Style Muse 
Seniors by Kia Bondurant and How to Be the Hottest Studio in Town by Kirk 
Voclain. 
 
“Recent webinar attendees have shown us by their increasing interest in our past 
webinars that today’s Professional Photographers really understand the value of 
ongoing education they receive from webinars taught by professional 
photographers whose work they admire,” said Dave McCalley, CEO of Collages. 
“Collages is committed to helping these photographers sharpen their skills and 
grow their businesses.”  
 
About Collages 
 
Founded in 1999, Collages was a pioneer in the online image proofing and sales 
market for professional photographers. Collages helps professional 
photographers remain relevant in the digital age through innovative digital image 
sharing and commerce solutions. Collages (http://discover.collages.net) is part of 
the H&H Color Lab family of companies. H&H Color Lab, founded in 1970, is one 
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of the industry’s largest single facility pro labs. A full service lab, H&H develops 
programs and products to serve volume and professional studios from mom and 
pop to some of the largest independent studios in the U.S. 
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